Observations of body mass index in Duchenne muscular dystrophy: a longitudinal study.
Nutritional issues that are associated with Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) remain poorly understood. The aim of this analysis was to describe and explore longitudinal observations of body mass index (BMI) in a cohort of children with DMD. Anthropometric and clinical characteristics were collected retrospectively and longitudinally for boys with DMD seen in two large neuromuscular clinics. BMI Z-scores were determined using the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reference values for children (2000). Medical records (n=193) were examined from which 75% were included for analysis. The mean age of the cohort at the time of data collection was 11.9 years, with 72% of patients currently or previously using steroids. The highest prevalence of obesity based on the BMI Z-score was 50% at the age of 10 years. Longitudinally, BMI Z-scores from the age of 2 to 12 years plot approximately one s.d. above the mean, after which there is a marked and progressive decline. BMI gainers were identified for whom BMI Z-score increased by 1.65 units compared with the 0.09 units in non-gainers. BMI gainers were younger when they had their first BMI measurement (5.9 vs 7.2 years), and this measure was significantly lower compared with the non-gainers (BMI Z-score: 0.04 vs 1.17). In this cohort, BMI was associated with age, ambulatory status and lung function. This study demonstrates that boys with DMD using steroid therapy experience shifts in BMI. A declining BMI appears to be associated with increasing age. Interpretation of growth patterns is limited here by a lack of normative growth references in DMD.